Expert Searching Using Index Labels (abridged)
Important note:

ti= will search the words in the exact order
ti: will search the words in any order they appear in the title field

Compare:

ti=readings on the adventures of Huckleberry Finn
ti:readings on the adventures of Huckleberry Finn
[If you know the exact title, the ti= search is more effective.]

Indexes:
Indexes

Labels

Examples

Keyword

kw:

coffee or tea and house+
(keyword searches, publication year, ISBN, geographic codes, map data, and all the
information found in the Author, Title, Notes and Subject indexes)

Keyword search +
full text

kf:

coffee or tea
(keyword search of all full text content plus the following keyword indexes: xb, ut,
au, su, yr, bn,sn, no, x0, x44, ln, fc.
Note: Only available from databases where full text indexing is available.
This search index can be used on any search. If there are no full text databases
being searched, then only the kw indexes will be applied.

Accession
Number

no:

37993343
(OCLC)

au:

saint‐arroman
(use single quotes around 'le' and other words that are operators;
operators supported in FirstSearch: Boolean search operators, parentheses,
proximity operators, wildcards; operators included are le, ge, it, gt, n, near, w,
with, and, or, not)

Author

This index search is used for searching internet resources, which searches the URLs
found in some WorldCat records. The characters between the punctuation in the
URL are the "words" that are searched for. For example, http://www.oclc.org is
searched by the "words" www, oclc, and org. The most distinct term in the string is
the most useful on which to search.
Databases

am:

This index can be used to pull up sets of internet resources that share a common
URL. So, for example, if you add the access method word hathitrust to a search,
you will retrieve records that include a URL to the Hathi Trust Digital library. Also, if
you include the proximity search of books google to limit the results to records
that have a link to Google books.
am: books google ; am: Elsevier ; am=www.time.com/time/magazine

Form/genre

ge:

ge:historical fiction; ge:science fiction [etc..] / [combine with subject] e.g.;
ge:historical fiction su:russia; ge:biography su:einstein

Full text only

fc:

butterfly migration
(searches full text content within indexed databases only)

ISBN

isbn:

3196311821 or 31‐9631‐182‐1
9780763625894 or 978‐0‐763625‐89‐4
(search with or without hyphens)

ISSN

issn:

0000‐0019 (use hyphens) / e.g. Issn: 0040‐781x [Time Magazine]

Language of
Work

ln:

e.g.: ln:spanish kw:cuba / e.g.: ln:russian su:history

notes

nt:

nt:first confession / e.g. au:frank o'connor nt:first confession [find a book
containing Frank O'Connor's short story, "First Confession."

Library of
Congress Subject
Heading

hl:

hl:biography / e.g. hl:biography kw:elizabethan [locate biographies from
Elizabethan England]

publisher

pb:

pb:harvard university press

series title

se:

se:arden shakespeare / e.g. se:arden shakespeare ti:hamlet

title

ti:

ti:huckleberry finn / or ti:children's crusade

uniform title

ut:

ut:koran / ut:bible kw:1611

year of
publication

yr:

yr:2012 / e.g. su:terrorism yr:20**

